Calibration of an electrostatic chamber for thoron measurements in exhaled breath.
An electrostatic chamber system used for measuring thoron in the exhaled breath of thorium workers is calibrated using a standard thoron source and a scintillation cell counting system. A formulation based on both a streamlined flow model and a well-mixed flow model in the chamber has been made to estimate thoron concentration in breath from the observed alpha counts. The experimental measurements of the ratio of the outlet and the inlet thoron concentrations across the chamber strongly validate the well-mixed flow model for thoron, as against the streamlined flow model. The progeny collection efficiency on the electrode has been found to be 70%. The study points out a major error by a factor of approximately 25 in the calibration factor reported in an earlier work. From the present study, the minimum detectable limit of the activity of (224)Ra, freely emanating thoron at mouth works out to be 0.36 Bq as against 0.014 Bq reported earlier for the same system.